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Second Printing Corrections

Pg Error Correction

14 10. Answer: B. FAR (False Acceptance
Rate) is the percentage of illegitimate users
who are grated access to the organization’s
resources.

10. Answer B. FAR (False Acceptance Rate) is
the percentage of illegitimate users who are
granted access to the organization’s resources.

63 #41, first line:

Answer: C. Server rooms should be designed
to have physical barriers on all…

Answer: C. Server rooms should not be designed
with physical barriers on all…

157 #29, 2nd sentence:

A dedicated mode system may handle
multiple classification levels,…

A dedicated mode system may handle a single
classification level,…

158 37. Answer: D. Superscalar can execute
only one instruction at a time. All other
answers are incorrect.

37. Answer: D. Scalar can execute only one
instruction at a time. All other answers are
incorrect.
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